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DIRTcar Sportsman/Pro Stock Licensed Competitors Running 
DIRTcar 358/Big Block Events. 

Rulebook Section 3 Memberships/E. Minimum Requirements/vii. 
Restrictions:  

3. A DIRTcar Pro Stock and/or Sportsman driver may race in a DIRTcar Big Block Modified and/or 358 
Modified sanctioned with approval by a WRG Supervisory Officials.  

The following guidelines have been set up for more clarity:  

1. A DIRTcar Sportsman/Pro Stock licensed driver may run up to eight (8) big block, big small block 
or 358 events in a current year regardless of sanction or track. To count as an event, driver would 
be qualified and run a feature event. Once a driver reaches the eighth event, he/she will either 
stay DIRTcar sportsman or move up to DIRTacr 358/Big Block. (Driver must also upgrade to 
358/Big Block license).  

2. If a driver wants to run both classes on a particular night (weekly or Series). You must reach out 
to the track (weekly) or DIRTCar (Series) before arrival.  

3. A DIRTcar Sportsman/ProStock Driver once he/she hits a “lifetime total” of sixteen (16) feature 
events (in 358 or BB) while a DIRTcar Sportsman or DIRTcar Pro Stock licensed member he/she 
will be required to move up to DIRTcar 358 or Big Block class. (Ex. If you did run eight (8) events 
in 2024, you may only run eight (8) more in any period after that).  

4. When a driver does want to move up to DIRTcar 358/BigBlock that driver must reach out to Dean 
Reynolds before competing.  

Rulebook Section 3 Memberships/ E. Minimum Requirements/vii. 
Restrictions:  

2. Any driver who possesses a current or previous year DIRTcar Big Block Modified and/or 358 Modified 
membership license will not be permitted to compete in any DIRTcar sanctioned Sportsman Modified, Pro 
Stock and/or Stock Car event without approval by a WRG Supervisory Officials.  

Dean Reynolds 
DIRTcar NE Series Director  
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